Introduction
Anomalous electron heating or AEH represents an important example of how small-scale plasma instability processes can impact directly and dramatically ionospheric properties. AEH has been first discovered using an incoherent scatter radar (ISR) at Chatanika, Alaska as strong enhancement of the electron temperature T e in the high-latitude E region St.-Maurice et al., 1981; Wickwar et al., 1981) . It has been since observed by other ISR facilities including the European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) system (Igarashi and Schlegel, 1987; Williams et al., 1992; St.-Maurice et al., 1999) , the Millstone Hill ISR (Foster and Erickson, 2000) , and the Sondrestrom ISR (Milikh et al., 2006; Bahcivan, 2007) . AEH has also been observed by coherent auroral radars as strong enhancements in the irregularity phase velocity assumed to be related to T e via its dependence on the ion-acoustic speed (e.g. Nielsen and Schlegel, 1985; Makarevich, 2008) and by riometers in the polar cap as elevated cosmic noise absorption related to T e via collision frequency (Stauning, 1984; Stauning and Olesen, 1989) .
The electron temperature enhancements were found to correlate with the convection electric field E or the E × B convection velocity V E and exhibit an approximately linear increase of T e with V E for sufficiently large drifts V E > 600 m s −1 (Williams et al., 1992) . It was clear right from the start though that the electron temperature increase was too strong to be accounted by the Joule or particle heating alone and a mechanism involving electron heating by unstable waves was proposed . The measured electron temperature relationship with the electric field
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was successfully reproduced for large convection drifts using both kinetic (St.-Maurice and Schlegel, 1982; Robinson and Honary, 1990) and fluid (Robinson, 1986; Robinson and Honary, 1993 ) models of AEH. Most of these earlier models invoked anomalous diffusion processes (Sudan, 1983) occurring during development of the modified two-stream instability (MTSI), also known as the Farley-Buneman instability. It has also been realised that perpendicular anomalous wave heating cannot be solely responsible for all of the electron temperature increase (e.g. Janhunen, 1994) and that parallel electric fields must be involved (St.-Maurice and Laher, 1985) . More recently, the AEH models have been extended to include effects of turbulent electric fields and nonMaxwellian electron distribution Milikh and Dimant, 2003; Bahcivan et al., 2006; Dimant and Oppenheim, 2011a; Oppenheim and Dimant, 2013) with numerical modelling results showing a somewhat steeper increase of T e with E .
Experimental studies focused on analysis of individual AEH events that were found during strong geomagnetic disturbances Milikh et al., 2006; Bahcivan, 2007) and were associated with either wide regions of enhanced electric fields or narrow convection channels in the vicinity of auroral arcs (Williams et al., 1992) . The approach in deriving electric fields included beam-swinging technique using multi-point ion drift measurements V i ) and tri-static ion drift measurements (Williams et al., 1992) as well as proxy E estimates from coherent backscatter power (Foster and Erickson, 2000) and the F region ion temperature T i (St.-Maurice et al., 1999) , or some combination of those (Bahcivan, 2007) . Even though AEH has been long accepted as a fact of life in high-latitude ionospheric phenomenology (St.-Maurice et al., 1999) , it is still largely unknown what local conditions are conducive to its occurrence, apart from enhanced convection, or even how often AEH occurs.
The electric fields E at which the electron temperature exhibits a linear relationship with E have been shown to be generally between 30-120 mV m −1 , with larger E values very rarely observed. An interesting issue raised recently is a possible departure from this linearity or even saturation in the MTSI wave heating at extreme electric fields E > 120 mV m −1 (Bahcivan, 2007) . Even though no evidence for this effect has been found so far, the potential importance of this effect to modelling efforts makes further investigations into the fundamental relationship between T e and E a useful effort, particularly utilising the largest possible extent of the electric field.
A related issue in this context is how the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measured by an ISR system and inferred electron density N e depends on the electron temperature T e and the electric field E. In addition to the two well-known effects of (1) SNR depending on T e and (2) N e anti-correlating with E near precipitation regions, enhanced T e may reduce recombination rates (Schlegel, 1982) causing a gradual increase in N e (Milikh et al., 2006) .
The deployment of the Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR) system near Fairbanks, Alaska provided additional opportunities to re-examine AEH processes as described below. First, PFISR is capable of providing nearly-continuous measurements of the electron temperature in the E region with reasonable temporal resolution of 2-5 min, which allows to estimate the overall AEH occurrence probability and examine AEH occurrence trends. Second, the temperature measurements are routinely conducted in conjunction with the electric field measurements with good spatial resolution in MLAT of 0.25 • , which allows to re-examine the fundamental T e -vs.-E relationship using a new extensive dataset. Third, the Advanced Modular design of PFISR allows quick electronic beam-steering so that the electron temperature can be measured at several beam positions quasi-simultaneously, which enables 2-D and 3-D imaging of the local ionosphere (Semeter et al., 2009) . For the purposes of the AEH study, it means that electron heating processes near the E region peak can be examined in 2-D context and spatial and temporal variations can potentially be separated.
The main aim of the current study is to investigate anomalous electron heating in the auroral E region utilising nearlycontinuous and coincident observations of the electron temperature and the convection electric field by PFISR. The specific objectives are: (1) to estimate the overall AEH occurrence probability and analyse AEH occurrence trends, and (2) to re-examine the fundamental relationship between the electron temperature and the convection electric field using the Advanced Modular ISR system, focusing on departures from the expected linear trend in this relationship.
Experiment description
The ISR dataset employed in this study comprised the data from the PFISR system located at the Poker Flat Research Range (65.13 • N, 147.47 • W, MLAT = 65.4 • N) near Fairbanks, Alaska (Heinselman and Nicolls, 2008) . PFISR is a phased-array system with narrow beam that can be steered electronically in many directions within the viewing area. Data from multiple beams can be collected nearly simultaneously (sequentially on a pulse-by-pulse basis, but with a very high time cadence) within the same integration period. PFISR has been in routine operation since 1 March 2007 and the current study considered the data in 2010-2011. This was the period with the most recent processed data with nearlycontinuous yearly coverage, predominantly high temporal resolution of 3-5 min, and significant geomagnetic activity.
In this study, only the data from the two following series of PFISR modes were employed: (1) the International Polar Year (IPY) mode data collected using low-duty cycle (Sojka et al., 2009) data used for substorm studies (Lyons et al., 2009) . The former included only the IPY17 variation of the IPY mode and the latter included variations THEMIS30 and THEMIS31, as well as Lyons30, a slight modification of THEMIS30. PFISR data were collected in 4 (13) beams, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Both modes used 2 sets of interleaved pulses: a long pulse (LP) with 72 km range resolution designed for F region studies and an alternating code (AC) pulse with 4.5 km resolution used for E region studies. In this study, we employed the AC data for the electron temperature and density products near 110 km. data only, and the range gate nearest to 110 km is shown by a blue circle for each beam.
In the present study, the standard electric field data corrected for the neutral motions were also employed. These estimates were obtained from the line-of-sight ion velocity LP data using a method described by Heinselman and Nicolls (2008) . The electric field data were available in the greyshaded areas in MLAT in Fig. 1b and d . The 3-D electric field vectors are obtained from the ion drift components in LP gates above 150 km in altitude by fitting and binning in MLAT; these estimates are most accurate close to the "middle" beams (64xxx) or near MLON of 266.25 • E. For the occurrence part of the current study, we employed the standard data products at 15 min (IPY in 2010), 5 min (IPY in 2011), and 3 min (THEMIS), because re-analysis of the entire 2-year PFISR dataset at a better time resolution was not feasible. For all identified AEH events however, the PFISR data were re-analysed at a 2 min time resolution and with minimum assumptions in the ISR spectrum fitting (e.g. without assuming T e = T i ). The focus of other parts of the current study was thus solely on the higher-time-resolution data at 2 min integration, Sect. 5. For further details on technical specifications of the PFISR system the reader is referred to Heinselman and Nicolls (2008) .
Anomalous electron heating models
Several past experimental studies reported on the linear relationship between the electron temperature and the convection electric field above the MTSI threshold of 20-30 mV m −1 (e.g. Williams et al., 1992; Bahcivan, 2007) . While theoretical efforts were generally in excellent agreement with these results, matching closely the experimentally-obtained trends of T e -vs.-E, very few of those have considered extreme electric field values of > 100 mV m −1 (or convection drifts V E of > 2000 m s −1 ). Robinson and Honary (1993) considered drifts V E of up to 2400 m s −1 (E = 120 mV m −1 ) and their results based on the fluid formalism did show a somewhat slower T e increase at 110 km at the highest values of V E = 2000-2400 m s −1 (see their Fig. 2) . In order to provide a meaningful theoretical framework in which to interpret our observations and theoretically investigate whether fluid formalism can produce a considerable deviation from the linear trend, in this section we aim to reproduce and extend their calculations to even higher convection drifts. Figure 2a illustrates the method employed. The normalised cooling rates Q/N e were calculated for different values of electron temperatures T e and these are shown by blue and green curves in Fig. 2a . In finding these rates we used standard expressions for the various cooling rates given by Schunk and Nagy (1978) and neutral densities obtained from the MSISE model run for this location (Hedin, 1991) . The model neutral densities were corrected by a factor of 1.43 to yield the same ion collision frequency ν in = 870 s −1 as that Ann. Geophys., 31, 1163-1176, 2013
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1163/2013/ used by Robinson and Honary (1993) in their calculations at 110 km. In using the corrected neutral densities we followed St.-Maurice et al. (1981) who employed a very similar correction method. From Fig. 2a , the cooling due to vibrational excitation of N 2 and O 2 dominates in the total cooling rate and its rate of increase changes quite dramatically between T e = 1800-2000 K. The heating rates for various drifts V E were also calculated using the method described by Robinson and Honary (1993) based on earlier works by Robinson (1986) and Sudan (1983) . In addition to the above ν in value, in these calculations we also used the electron collision frequencies ν en obtained from expressions given by Schunk and Nagy (1980) with the same model neutral densities as those used in the cooling rate calculations. Here we included both the normal frictional heating and anomalous heating effects, represented by the first and last terms, respectively, on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) from Robinson and Honary (1993) .
The obtained normalised heating rates are shown by the red curves in Fig. 2a . The heating rates increase with V E but decrease with T e ; this is mostly because the anomalous heating rate is proportional to (V E −C s ) 2 , where the ion-acoustic speed
The heating rates are negative for the smallest V E values starting from a certain T e ; this is simply a consequence of this AEH model not being able to yield large enough anomalous heating at these relatively small drifts. This artefact of the method had no effect on our calculations since all balance temperatures were obtained at positive heating values.
The electron temperatures that resulted in the balance of the heating and cooling rates were found for each drift velocity and these are shown by the red circles in Fig. 2a . The same points are shown in Fig. 2b as the solid blue curve. Also shown are model trends taken from three other studies as indicated on the diagram. There is some difference between the current model trend and the trends taken from Robinson and Honary (1993) and Bahcivan (2007) , but this is entirely due to a different magnetic field magnitude B used in our calculations at MLAT = 65 • (5.4 × 10 −5 T vs. 5.0 × 10 −5 T). This is because heating rates depend on the ion gyrofrequency i (or, more specifically, on the ratio ν in / i ) even though cooling rates are independent of B. The same modelling conducted with B = 5.0 × 10 −5 T shows a perfect match of the 3 models at V E = 400-1800 m s −1 .
One can see that the current model trend is approximately linear between 800-1800 m s −1 . However, at larger drift speeds V E > 1800 m s −1 , the rates of T e increase with V E become significantly smaller so that the solid curve deviates from the linear trend. The reason for this change in the rates of increase is the earlier-noted change in the cooling due to vibrational excitation.
Finally, two trends are shown for the model by Milikh and Dimant (2003) . The upper (lower) dashed line is for nonMaxwellian (Maxwellian) electron distribution. The upper trend yields a generally higher rate of increase than any other model trend. This is due to an introduced correction required for the non-Maxwellian case. For the Maxwellian case, the dashed trend is consistent with other models. One should also note that the fitted PFISR products including T e use a spectrum model assuming a Maxwellian distribution and that the AEH model by Milikh and Dimant (2003) conveniently accounts for this by computing effective electron temperatures. It is expected that the PFISR-measured T e will be somewhere between these two trends depending on electron distribution.
The presented extension of the previously-developed AEH model towards higher drift velocities provides a useful framework for comparing with observations. The AEH model produced significantly smaller rates of increase at larger drift values, with the model curve deviating from the linear trend derived from moderate V E values. This modelling result is somewhat unexpected considering that most other studies were in agreement with the linear trend. It was consistent however, with the hint of a similar effect observed in the modelling results reported by Robinson and Honary (1993) .
Occurrence of electron heating events
In this section, the statistical results on the AEH occurrence trends are presented starting with a description of the method used to identify AEH events. The PFISR data collected in the field-aligned beam 64157 were analysed to produce the number of AC data points within each hourly interval within the considered gate of the 110 km altitude. Next, for all daily intervals all "high-T e " points at 110 km were identified and counted. These were defined as AC data points with T e ≥ 800 K. A number of high-T e points in a sequence was also counted.
An AEH event was defined as a period with (1) the total number of high-T e points exceeding a certain critical number n cr dependent on time resolution, (2) the total number of sequential high-T e points being greater or equal than a certain critical number n seq , (3) median time between high-T e points not exceeding a critical value t cr , and (4) the total duration of an event not exceeding 6 h. The 3 critical values adopted were: 2, 2, and 20 min for IPY17 data at 15 min resolution (in year 2010); 5, 3, and 15 min for IPY17 data at 5 min (in year 2011); and 3, 2, and 10 min for all THEMIS data. The different selection for the 3 critical numbers were needed because of the different time resolutions. In all cases, the identified events were "true" AEH events, that is high-T e measurements occurring in sequences, rather than spurious T e enhancements that were separated in time and observed over an extended period. This was verified by manually examining all daily plots of the electron and ion temperatures and convection electric fields during the 22 unique AEH events. In all 22 events, the T e enhancements were observed in other range gates within the E region (not just at 110 km). were also accompanied by the T i enhancements in the F region and strong electric fields at the MLATs of interest. Figure 3 illustrates 2 examples of AEH events found. It shows the PFISR data collected in the field-aligned beam 64157, Fig. 1 . The AEH interval (defined as described above) is shown by the blue bar and black vertical lines. In both top panels it encompasses the T e enhancements at 110 km (white horizontal line) as well as associated T e enhancements at other heights. The pink line shows the time variation of T e at 110 km in arbitrary scale which is the same for both events. The maximum value in K is given near the peak of each line.
Both events were accompanied by strong convection velocity, as shown in the middle-row panels. The convection drifts were estimated as described in Sect. 2; they were in excess of 1000 m s −1 during the entire AEH interval for the 1st event (these periods are shown by the red bars at the bottom of middle-row panels) and for a significant fraction of the 2nd event interval roughly coinciding with the times of peak T e . The time variation of V E at 66.0 • is shown by the pink line in arbitrary scale. This was the first MLAT bin with consistently good V E data and even though the MLAT of T e measurements was somewhat smaller (∼ 65.3 • , Fig. 1b) , the correlation analysis presented in Sect. 5 showed that this was the best possible conjunction between the T e and V E measurements in this mode. As such, the time evolutions of T e and V E were quite similar, with the main T e and V E peaks observed at the same time.
The bottom-row panels show the electron density N e in the same format as the electron temperature plots. The 1st event shows a deep drop in N e accompanying the T e and E enhancements, a clear example of the expected anti-correlation between N e and E. In the 2nd event, a drop in N e was also observed, but here the T e peaks were observed at the beginning (∼ 16:00 UT) and at the end (∼ 17:00 UT) of the interval with depleted density. In both events, the strongest T e enhancements were observed between the regions of enhanced density which, in this time sector, were likely to be caused by strong electron precipitation. From Fig. 3 , there appears to be a positive correlation observed between T e and V E and negative correlations between T e and N e and between V E and N e . Figure 4a and b shows the time periods covered by PFISR in either IPY or THEMIS mode by the yellow stripes. The total percentages covered were 45 % and 30 % in 2010 in the IPY and THEMIS modes, respectively. The overall coverage was 74 % in 2010 and 75 % in 2011. Figure 4c and d presents a similar analysis but in UT (with both modes combined). These diagrams show that the coverage by PFISR was approximately uniform both in season and in UT. There was a small bias towards daytime observations in 2011, but nighttime coverage was still in excess of 60 %. The only 2 gaps of more than 10 days were in 7-20 July 2010 (PFISR maintenance period) and in 1-11 August 2011 (D region focussed runs).
All 22 AEH events are shown by the diamonds (IPY) and asterisks (THEMIS) in Fig. 4a and b and by the colour bars in Fig. 4c and d . The enhanced convection drift periods (V E > 1000 m s −1 ) close in time to AEH events are also shown by the red bars in Fig. 4c and d . The AEH occurrence probability is shown in the top of Fig. 4c and d separately for the IPY and THEMIS modes and for all modes combined. The probability was calculated as the total number of hours within AEH events divided by the total number of hours when PFISR operated either in the IPY or THEMIS mode.
The overall rate of AEH occurrence was < 0.3 %. The AEH events were only observed near equinoxes and at 00:00-08:00 UT or 14:00-20:00 UT (13:00-21:00 MLT or 02:00-09:00 MLT). The distribution was fairly symmetric with respect to 00:00 MLT in 2011. In 2010 however, all AEH events found were in the evening sector, which is a puzzling discrepancy. One factor is lower solar and geomagnetic activity that was observed throughout 2010; the other factor is well-known differences in morphology between eastward (pre-midnight) and westward (post-midnight) electrojets and associated E region wave activity (e.g. review by Fejer and Kelley, 1980) . All AEH events were associated with the periods of enhanced convection shown by the red bars in Fig. 4c and d , as expected. Interestingly though, the occurrence of enhanced convection V E > 1000 m s −1 appears to be a necessary condition but not sufficient, as in many cases red bars started earlier than blue or green bars; the same feature was also observed in Fig. 3 for a small sample of events. One should also bear in mind that in this presentation the blue and green bars indicate AEH intervals from start to finish rather than actual T e enhancements which may refer to a smaller fraction of the AEH interval (e.g. event 20110926). This is in contrast with the red bars of enhanced convection that show actual V E enhancements. This further strengthens the above argument about enhanced convection being only a necessary condition.
The value of V E = 1000 m s −1 is well above both the MTSI threshold velocity and the minimum drift velocity at which AEH was observed in the past (e.g. Williams et al., 1992) . In fact, this drift value closely corresponds to the T e = 800 K value from Fig. 2b which was selected for AEH identification in the current study. For this reason, one generally expects the periods with T e > 800 K and V E > 1000 m s −1 to start at approximately the same time for exactly coincident T e and V E data. The absence of exact spatial match between the T e and V E data may be responsible for some temporal shifts between the high-T e and high-V E periods, but one should still see a general agreement. The events showing a T e increase well within the period of high V E in both Figs. 3 and 4 may therefore indicate that some other condition(s) must be satisfied for T e to increase in line with the expected model trend illustrated in Fig. 2b. Ann. Geophys., 31, 1163-1176, 2013 www This is further investigated in Fig. 5 that shows occurrence probabilities of (a) high convection velocity at MLAT = 66 • , (b) high electron temperature at 110 km in beam 64157, and (c) AEH hourly intervals versus MLT. The occurrence probabilities of high V E and T e were estimated by counting all PFISR measurements in 2011 that were above a certain lower limit for each hourly bin and dividing by the total number of measurements in that MLT bin. Similarly, the AEH probability was estimated as the number of AEH hourly intervals in 2010-2011 divided by the number of hourly intervals covered by PFISR. The overall AEH occurrence probability was also estimated and for this combined dataset it was 0.3 % (dotted line in Fig. 5c ), which agrees well with the more rigorous estimates given in Fig. 4c and d. As discussed above, one expects a reasonable match between periods of high V E and T e in terms of their diurnal variations and typical probability values and this is what is observed in the first two panels, where the red histograms show very similar values and variations with MLT. The information about V E distribution and occurrence of high V E measurements is important not only for the current study but also for the E region irregularity studies in general. This is because electric fields in excess of 20-30 mV m −1 (V E = 400-500 m s −1 ) are required for generation of the primary MTSI waves and these estimates can be therefore used as a first-order approximation for the occurrence of irregularities generated directly by the MTSI. This information is rarely available and nearly-continuous PFISR observations provide important context for predicting when these irregularities are expected. Comparing occurrences of high V E and T e with that of AEH events, one can notice a general agreement in terms of their diurnal variations, i.e. AEH events were observed near the peaks of high V E occurrence, as expected. One important exception was however, that no AEH events were observed on both sides of 00:00 MLT. Occurrence of both high V E and T e was reduced in this time sector, but certainly not to the same extent as the AEH occurrence was. The more striking difference was that the AEH occurrence was at least one order of magnitude smaller than relevant occurrences of PFISR measurements with V E > 1000 m s −1 or T e > 800 K. The possible reasons for these discrepancies are discussed in Sect. 6.1.
Multi-point observations of electron heating events
In analysing the electron temperature dependence on the convection electric field it is essential to achieve the best possible spatial match between these two types of measurements. By employing multi-beam observations with PFISR it is possible to achieve this by matching the AC range gate with the closest MLAT bin. Analyses of matched observations in multiple points would then provide a useful 2-D context for AEH investigation, and in this section the results of this analysis are presented. Figure 1 shows that different PFISR beams have different nominal MLAT bin matches with the AC range gate of 110 km. To investigate whether these nominal bins were also the bins with largest T e -E correlation, the rank correlation coefficients were calculated for each event between T e measurements in each beam at 110 km and E measurements at various MLAT bins. The data in the first two MLAT bins were not considered here as those bins had large errors in E because of the pointing geometry of ion drift velocity vectors that fall into those bins. The correlation analysis (not shown here for brevity) generally confirmed that the nominallymatched MLAT bin from experiment geometry was also the MLAT bin with the best T e -E correlation. In the following analyses of the T e -vs.-E relationship we therefore used the E data from these MLAT bins only. Fig. 1 ). Out of 3 datasets for different modes, this was the most extensive dataset with 10 AEH events and 1560 points including 35 points with extreme fields E > 120 mV m −1 . Out of 4 IPY beams, this beam had the largest T e -E correlation (0.76 for all points and 0.6 for E > 40 mV m −1 ). As mentioned in Sect. 2, both the AC data on T e and N e and LP electric fields were obtained from re-analysed AEH dataset at 2 min time resolution. Following Williams et al. (1992) , all points with electron densities below 3×10 10 m −3 were excluded. In addition, points with very large T e uncertainties were excluded (δT e > 1000 K; δT e /T e > 100 %). Figure 6a also presents information about the electron density by the colour-coding, while Fig. 6b shows the data binned in increments E = 10 mV m −1 . The grey circles (vertical bars) in Fig. 6b show the mean The majority of points lie in the sector roughly centred at the expected linear trend shown by the dotted line, Fig. 6a . There is no clear pattern in points based on their background electron density represented by the colour, although one can perhaps see that many points with the lowest densities (blue) are located farther away from the model trends. If the above limitation of N e > 3 × 10 10 m −3 is removed, then even more points appear in these areas away from the trends, which may imply that higher N e threshold is needed in some cases. threshold were largely unchanged and for consistency with previous studies, the limit N e > 3 × 10 10 m −3 was left as is. The grey binned trend in Fig. 6b is in general agreement, within uncertainty, with both dotted and solid trends. One can notice however, that the average binned values represented by the grey circles are more consistent with the solid trend. Moreover, the overall shape of the T e -vs.-E dependence represented by the grey circles is not linear and more similar to that of the solid trend. This is due to points at high electric fields E > 100 mV m −1 being, on average, lower by 500-1000 K than the linear trend. While for binned points at E = 100-130 mV m −1 this is still within their uncertainty, this is not so at the 3 highest bins with significant number of points which are all below the linear trend, within uncertainty. The two of these points at E = 130-150 mV m −1 are consistent with the solid trend, while the rightmost point at E = 160-170 mV m −1 is below both dotted and solid trends, Fig. 6b . Finally, the same model results but at 108 km appear to match the binned measurements at high electric fields even better; this is further discussed in Sect. 6.2. ., 31, 1163-1176, 2013 www.ann-geophys.net/31/1163/2013/ The fraction of points consistent with the solid trend shows a general decrease with an increasing E, Fig. 6c , so that at large electric fields E > 80 mV m −1 points below the trend start to dominate; blue bars are the highest and in many cases > 50 %. This feature becomes even more pronounced if the same analysis is conducted for the linear dotted trend (not presented here for brevity). This feature is also most obvious at the highest electric fields E > 150 mV m −1 in Fig. 6c . Even though the number of points at these very high values is low, the uncertainties are small enough to conclude that all points at these extreme electric fields are below the trend within uncertainty, Fig. 6c .
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Finally, Fig. 6 also shows that the upper dashed line representing non-Maxwellian case in the model by Milikh and Dimant (2003) appears to bound the points from above, because only ∼ 5 % of points are above the upper dashed line at E = 40-80 mV m −1 , within uncertainty, and all points are below it at E > 100 mV m −1 , Fig. 6d . This suggests that the model accounting for non-Maxwellian deviations in the electron energy distribution can be regarded as an absolute upper limit on the electron temperature for a given electric field.
Discussion
In this study, the anomalous electron heating processes in the auroral E region were re-examined using an extensive 2-year dataset collected with the new-generation ISR system at Poker Flat, Alaska. The quasi-continuous nature of PFISR operations allowed us, for the first time, to estimate the overall AEH occurrence probability and address the fundamental question of what local conditions are conducive to AEH occurrence. The fundamental dependence of the electron temperature on the convection electric field was re-examined focusing on departures from the expected linear trend. Below the two groups of issues are discussed in relation to the major objectives of the current study.
Anomalous electron heating occurrence
This study employed the PFISR data collected in 2010-2011 and developed an automatic algorithm to identify AEH events as described in Sect. 4. To keep computational requirements at a manageable level, in searching for AEH events we focused on the electron temperature observations in the magnetic-field-aligned beam 64157, Fig. 1 , and at the range gate nearest to a 110 km altitude, where strongest AEH effects are expected both from past observations and models (e.g. Schlegel and St.-Maurice, 1981; Williams et al., 1992; Robinson and Honary, 1993) . Once the AEH events were found however, the entire range of PFISR data products was employed for further analysis including data collected in other PFISR beams and other E region range gates. The developed set of criteria for AEH identification resulted in 22 unique events which were fully consistent with the previously-found common features of AEH events: (1) strong electron temperature enhancements peaking near 110 km, but extending over several range gates, (2) electric field enhancements near the nominally-coincident MLAT bin, and (3) F region ion temperature enhancements. We are confident therefore, that the identified AEH events were a result of the true electron heating processes rather than a collection of random strong perturbations in the electron temperature in one location.
In studying AEH processes it is important to consider the magnetic latitudes of observations. In the polar E region, the electron temperature enhancements are primarily caused by the MTSI wave heating under conditions of strong electric fields with little contribution from particle precipitation. Such events are observed during geomagnetic storms when electric fields are enhanced over extended periods (Milikh et al., 2006) . In the auroral region, some electron heating is caused by precipitating particles and one expects AEH events to be more transient (Williams et al., 1992) , i.e. to occur as (1) isolated bursts or (2) their sequences. The results of the current study were consistent with this expectation as all 22 events fell into these 2 major categories: an isolated burst was shown in Fig. 3 (left) and a sequence of bursts was presented in Fig. 3 (right) .
The AEH events were found to occur predominantly near equinoxes and near 06:00 and 18:00 MLT, Figs. 4 and 5. One can attribute the first finding to the Russell-McPherron effect and elevated geomagnetic activity near equinoxes (Russell and McPherron, 1973) . One would expect however, some geomagnetic activity away from equinoxes, albeit at reduced occurrence levels, and in this sense the total absence of AEH events in summer or winter is not easy to interpret. In terms of MLT occurrence trends, the total absence of AEH events near magnetic midnight and the fact that all events were observed either earlier than the peak in substorm occurrence of 22:00 MLT or much later indicates that substorms were not the primary geophysical drivers of AEH.
The absence of AEH events in the noon sector was consistent with the lack of high-E and high-T e events based on the PFISR data statistics, Fig. 5 . This is most likely due to the auroral zone (within which high-E events normally occur) positioned poleward of MLAT = 65 • in this MLT sector. In contrast, occurrence of high-E and high-T e events was greater near 00:00 MLT, Fig. 5 . In particular, occurrence of high-T e events only showed a small decrease near 00:00 MLT. From this one would expect at least a few AEH events in the midnight sector. The complete lack of such events observed in the current study may imply that high-E events in this sector, while still present, are too short-lived to cause any sustained T e increase.
The overall AEH occurrence probability was found to be low, ∼ 0.3 %, although it increased from 0.12 % in 2010 to 0.27 % in 2011. We have also run the same search algorithm in 2009 and found no AEH events. These two observations suggest an increase with the solar activity. The hourly AEH www.ann-geophys.net/31/1163/2013/ Ann. Geophys., 31, 1163-1176, 2013
occurrence was found to be substantially higher in the dawn and dusk sectors, Fig. 5c , which was consistent with statistics of high-E and high-T e events, Fig. 5 . However, the AEH occurrence was at least one order of magnitude smaller than relevant occurrences of high-E and high-T e events, Fig. 5 . The low overall occurrence indicates that AEH remains a relatively rare event. Overall, the results of AEH occurrence analysis suggested that elevated electric field, by itself, is not a sufficient condition. The low AEH occurrence probability prompts an important question of whether specifics of the PFISR data fitting could have affected the occurrence analysis results. The two relevant factors in this context are the fitting model and integration period. One complication is that the standard analysis assumes T e = T i below ∼ 114 km altitude. This is not a problem for a reasonably limited subset of data that can be reanalysed without this assumption (as was done in the second part of the current study). It is not feasible however, to do this for the entire dataset and one has to rely on the standard data products. To address this issue, we have manually examined daily T e plots near equinoxes in 2011 looking for enhanced T e between 100-120 km rather than just at 110 km. No additional AEH events were found, which strongly suggests that the employed dataset and approach yielded the bulk of (if not all) AEH events that occurred within the period of interest.
In developing the AEH search criteria, we have also ensured that the PFISR datasets at all time resolutions resulted in true AEH events that all had the same morphology (in terms of the T e , T i and E variations). In combination with the fact that AEH occurrences in MLT were very similar for the THEMIS and IPY datasets in the pre-midnight sector (when the THEMIS mode was run), this indicates that different time integrations were not a major factor in finding AEH events. In addition, for one THEMIS event (20 May 2010), the data has also been post-integrated with a longer period of 15 min (the same as for the IPY mode in 2010) and the search algorithm has identified this AEH event with only a small difference in start and end times. This provides additional support to the above assertion that time integration had little effect on occurrence trends.
Finally, the "large-scale" AEH events analysed in the current study is what has traditionally attracted much of the research interest, particularly using ground-based observations of the E region as was described in Sect. 1. However, it is very likely that the AEH phenomena also include more local heating processes operating at scales smaller than a typical radar cell. As such the AEH occurrence probability analysed in the current study is likely to be an underestimate since it refers to a relatively narrow part of a broader spectrum of the AEH phenomena.
Relationship between electron temperature and electric field
According to most models, the convection drift velocity V E = 1000 m s −1 would result in the electron temperature T e increase to ∼ 800 K (at 110 km), Fig. 2b . One can expect therefore, periods with T e > 800 K (a condition used for AEH search) to occur at the same time as periods with V E > 1000 m s −1 . An interesting finding from analysis of individual events was however, that AEH events were observed within the periods with V E > 1000 m s −1 , Figs. 3 and 4, but not matching them exactly or even approximately. Similarly, occurrence of events with V E > 1000 m s −1 was much larger than AEH occurrence, Fig. 5 . One possible interpretation for these features is that, in addition to enhanced electric field, some other condition(s) must be satisfied for the electron temperature to increase in line with the expected linear trend. The results of our modelling analysis showed that some reduction in the rate of temperature increase with the drift velocity is expected, as compared with previous studies. First, the model heating rates depend on the ratio of collision frequency and gyrofrequency, with the latter depending on the magnetic field magnitude B and hence MLAT of observations. The differences in the model electron temperatures due to changes in MLAT and B were estimated to be ∼ 100 K, Fig. 2b . The second and more significant effect occurs at very large drift values V E > 1800 m s −1 , Fig. 2b . Above this value, the model predicted a somewhat weaker AEH effect, with the solid curve deviating from the linear trend in Fig. 2b , due to a much stronger vibrational cooling, Fig. 2a .
Implicit in the current AEH model was a wave-induced increase in the anomalous collision frequency ν * e (Sudan, 1983; Robinson, 1986) . Although this quasi-linear approach has been largely successful in explaining radar observations of the E region electron temperatures and irregularity phase velocities, a complete, self-consistent description of the nonlinearly-saturated MTSI turbulence, particularly at high electric fields, is still lacking (see, e.g. discussion in Dimant and Milikh, 2003) . One should therefore, bear in mind that none of the existing AEH models employ this self-consistent MTSI theory, although some promising results have been obtained using a heuristic model of turbulence Milikh et al., 2006; Dimant and Oppenheim, 2011a,b; Oppenheim and Dimant, 2013) .
The fundamental T e -vs.-E relationship measured with the new-generation ISR system at Poker Flat was found to be very similar to those established with other ISR facilities. In the current study, these previously-measured relationships were represented by a dotted linear trend taken from the most recent study on the issue by Bahcivan (2007) . This trend also matched really well the representative model trend taken from Robinson and Honary (1993) . The PFISR-measured relationship was found to be linear between 40-100 mV m −1 and in close agreement with the linear trend represented by the dotted line in Fig. 6b . The average T e values were Ann. Geophys., 31, 1163-1176, 2013 www.ann-geophys.net/31/1163/2013/ ∼ 100 K smaller than those given by the linear trend, but this was likely to be due to the above-mentioned decrease in the heating rate with an increasing magnetic field B. The general consistency between the PFISR and other observations of AEH at moderate electric fields provided additional and independent validation of PFISR measurements, particularly of its electron temperature and electric field products. By the same token, the presented PFISR observations of AEH events strengthened conclusions derived from previouslyreported observations, while also pointing towards potentially important differences as discussed below. At larger values E > 100 mV m −1 , the differences between the measured T e and the linear trend were much more pronounced. At these E values, the binned T e values in Fig. 6b were, on average, below the linear trend by 500-1000 K. At the highest available electric fields E > 150 mV m −1 , both the binned T e values and individual points were all below the linear trend within uncertainty, Fig. 6a -c.
As noted above, the AEH model extended to extreme electric fields showed a considerable change in the rate of T e increase with V E at a drift value V E ≈ 1800 m s −1 , Fig. 2b . At this point, the empirical vibrational cooling starts to increase more sharply with T e , Fig. 2a , and this may help explain at least some of the deviation from the linear trend at extreme electric fields.
A possibly related feature was that the general shape of the measured T e -vs.-E relationship was quite similar to that given by the solid model trend, Fig. 6b . This may indicate two possibilities. First, the neutral densities were higher than those used in our modelling calculations, even after corrections described in Sect. 3. Second, the altitude where maximum AEH effects were observed was not 110 km, but 1-2 km lower. Unfortunately, the range resolution of PFISR is limited by its pulse length and for the considered data products and observational conditions the practical lower limit was 4.5 km. This makes it impossible to directly confirm the second assertion by using PFISR observations. Nevertheless, additional modelling results for an altitude of 108 km showed a much better agreement with observations, Fig. 6b . One should also note here that in the considered beam 65066 the altitude gate was actually 108.6-113.1 km, which implies that there is an uncertainty of the same order 1-2 km in matching modelling calculations and observations. At the largest available electric fields E > 150 mV m −1 , all points were below both dotted and solid trends in Fig. 6 . As noted earlier, there were only a few points at these extreme E values so one has to be careful in interpreting this limited subset of data. Nevertheless, these measurements do not appear to be much different from other, more numerous points nearby at E = 120-140 mV m −1 and this suggests that these were valid measurements. Further analysis showed that similar high-E, low-T e points were also present in other beams and MLAT bins, which also points towards their reasonable quality. It is expected that continuous operations of PFISR on the ascending phase of the solar cycle 24 will yield more AEH events, including observations at extreme electric fields, which will allow to further verify the presented results.
Summary and conclusions
Statistical analysis of the anomalous electron heating (AEH) processes observed by PFISR in the auroral E region showed that:
1. The overall occurrence of AEH events observed with PFISR is below 1 %, which suggests that a number of conditions must be satisfied for radar signatures of AEH to be observed. Diurnal variation of AEH events is broadly consistent with occurrences of high-electricfield and high-electron-temperature observations, except for much smaller AEH occurrence and lack of AEH events near magnetic midnight. Presence of strong electric fields therefore, appears to be a necessary condition for AEH, but not sufficient. The best chance to observe AEH in the auroral region is near equinoxes and in the dusk and dawn sectors, away from typical times of substorms. The strongest AEH events occur between auroral precipitation regions.
2. The relationship between the electron temperature and convection electric field measured with PFISR is mostly linear and consistent with previously-reported observations at moderate electric fields E = 40-100 mV m −1 . At higher electric fields E > 100 mV m −1 , the electron temperatures are lower than expected from extrapolating the previously-obtained linear trend, possibly an indication of AEH saturation. Some of this deviation from the linear trend may be due to a larger increase in vibrational cooling at very large temperatures and electric fields. An absolute upper limit on the electron temperature for a given electric field may be associated with non-Maxwellian distribution of the electron energy.
